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Intuition – Blended Learning

COVID-19 and Oil finally catch up to Equities
Drives Bond yields to record lows

The Intuition online learning library consists
several tutorials related to this article:
•
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After resisting the rather obvious and impending effect
of coronavirus, markets have finally been hit by a
double tidal wave. Caused by fears over the spreading
virus and oil price declines, it sparked a massive sell off
in equities and Bond yields which tumbled. The US
government benchmark dropping to a record low of
0.318% on Monday 9th March.
COVID-19 continues to spread and is becoming more
visible every day. For so long seen as an Asian issue by
the west, it has now reached everywhere. Italy, which
has been the hardest hit in Europe, has initiated a
nationwide lockdown. The UK is seeing increasing cases
and Boris has made noises on his plan to fight it head
on. In the US, now with the most cases out of any other
country, politicians have had to face facts despite
Trump’s claims of ‘fake news’; that their measures so
far don’t seem to be having the desired effect as the
number of cases continues to spiral out of control. Air
travel has been disrupted in a way not seen before the
coronavirus. It is now affecting major sporting events
around the world as well, which although far less
critical could move it to the forefront of every
workingman’s focus.
Whether or not you think it is being blown out of
proportion no longer matters, the fact is the global
economy is being heavily impacted by COVID-19 fears.

Oil fell 20% in early March. In this environment of lower
economic activity, fear, and uncertainty everywhere,
demand for oil was already under pressure. On top of
the gloom, OPEC decided to increase supply to try to
financially compensate for the lack of demand; this was
the first time in 3 years Saudi Arabia has a much lower
cost base for their oil production. This is not the case
for US shale producers who are rushing to cut spending
and output, as it no longer makes economic sense to
continue producing at these low prices. As a result, oil
fell sharply. A consideration to be made is how it will
affect the US in terms of oil producing and their
reliance on OPEC long-term.
Consequently, the effect on stocks was finally felt in the
US with an estimated $5trillion being wiped off US
Stock valuations on Monday 9th March.
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•

20yr Brent chart: Long term support showing

•

20yr S&P chart: Watch Fibonacci support at 2351
For bonds, Treasuries have obviously benefitted
along with gold as safe haven plays, but interestingly
Crypto currencies did not benefit from the troubles
and were also sold off, which shows that people don’t
trust them enough when genuine turmoil raises its
head.
On the bright side, understanding what drives
markets and the interdependency amongst different
asset classes will allow you to better protect your
institution and clients. Everything is connected and
knowledge is key. Having the right strategy, be it
defensive (hedging) or offensive (trading), can only be
developed if you understand the mechanics of
markets, economies and what is the driving force
behind them. Currently economic and trade fears are
affecting all markets, particularly oil, stocks, and
treasuries. What happens next will be heavily
influenced by COVID-19’s trajectory over the coming
months.

The topics covered in Intuition Asia Perspectives are
current developments or topics currently in the
market. Intuition Asia provides bespoke learning
solutions, both eLearning and Instructor-led courses.
These can also be blended in a program to provide the
most effective form of learning. These workshops can
be structured as lunch & learns, webinars or full day
deliveries. Clients can use these to keep their
workforce updated with the latest developments in
the market and complete their mandatory CPD
learning hours.

Equity Trading
o Equity Trading – An Introduction
o Equity Trading – Technical v Fundamental
o Equity Trading Strategies
o Equity Indices
o Equity Hedging
o Dark Pools
o Algorithmic Trading
o High Frequency Trading (HFT)
Equity Markets
o US Equity Market
o UK Equity Market
o European Equity Market
o Japanese Equity Market
o Hong Kong Equity Market
o Singapore Equity Market
o Chinese Equity Market
o Indian Equity Market
o Canadian Equity Market
Technical Analysis
o Technical Analysis – An Introduction
o Technical Analysis – Fibonacci Analysis &
Elliot Wave Theory
o Technical Analysis – Trend-Following
Strategies
o Technical Analysis – Mean-Reverting
Strategies

For Intuition blended learning related to this article,
some of our popular workshops include:
•
•
•
•

Disciplined Trading, Less Risk, More Reward –
Technical Analysis with Behavioural Finance
Advanced Technical Analysis with Behavioural
Finance – Identify Low Risk & High Reward
Bonds – Understanding Risks & Identifying
Opportunities
Options – Understanding Risk & The Greeks

Get in touch with your Intuition account manager at
apacinfo@intuition.com for more details

Other Asia Perspectives Articles
•
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Will IT disruption be your #1 Operational Risk in
2020?
Our New Reality: Extended Reality Trends

Download the Asia Perspectives free
app to get the latest news and articles.
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US Treasury yields tumble to record lows on virus,
oil fears – Thomson Reuters 09 Mar
Markets crash as oil price war adds to virus
worries – Straits Times 10 Mar
Stocks plunge in worst drop since 2008 – NYT 09
Mar
Stock markets crash as Trump insists coronavirus
fears are “fake news” – VF 09 Mar
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